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MARKET TREND: The IRS continues to limit services for 
qualified plan administration assistance.  
 
SYNOPSIS: Since 1994, the IRS has provided a letter 
forwarding service in which it would forward a letter to a 
missing individual on behalf of a third party if the action 
served a “humane purpose.” Until recently, a “humane 
purpose” included a benefit plan administrator’s attempt to 
locate and pay a benefit plan to a missing participant or 
beneficiary. Citing technological advancements and the 
widespread availability of commercial services for locating 
missing individuals, however, the IRS has decided to restrict 
the use of this program and will no longer forward letters in 
an attempt to locate missing plan participants or 
beneficiaries. The new policy applies to requests postmarked 
on or after August 31, 2012 
 
TAKE AWAY: In light of the new restrictions to the IRS letter 
forwarding program, in order to meet fiduciary duties 
regarding plan distributions to missing participants or 
beneficiaries, benefit plan sponsors and professionals: (1) will 
need to ensure that IRS Employee Plans Compliance 
Resolution System applications no longer reference the IRS 
letter forwarding program as part of the steps to be taken to 
locate missing participants, (2) should begin to consider 
alternative missing person locator services, and (3) given that 
alternative missing person locator services are fee based, 
should review and, if necessary, revise plan provisions and 
administrative procedures governing terminated participants 
and benefit distributions to reduce the number of missing 
participants by periodically making distribution requests, 
revising plan documents to allow for distributions as soon as 
possible, and providing that search fees can be paid from the 
plan.  
 

 



OVERVIEW 

The IRS recently decided to restrict the use of its “letter forwarding program” 

for purposes of locating missing benefit plan participants or beneficiaries. 

Since 1994, the program often has been utilized by benefit plan sponsors to 

meet their fiduciary obligations under the Employee Retirement Income 

Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”) with respect to finding missing participants 

and beneficiaries. Under its revised letter forwarding program, however, the 

IRS no longer considers finding missing benefit plan participants and 

beneficiaries a “humane purpose,” and effective for letter forwarding requests 

postmarked on or after August 31, 2012, will no longer provide this service. 

BACKGROUND 

In 1994, the IRS established a letter forwarding program pursuant to Rev. 

Proc. 94-22, under which it would forward a letter to a missing individual on 

behalf of a private individual or government agency if this action was for a 

“humane purpose” and there was no other way to relay the information to the 

individual. A “humane purpose” included a benefit plan administrator’s 

attempt to locate and pay a benefit plan to a missing participant or 

beneficiary.  

 

REVISED LETTER FORWARDING 

Since establishment of the letter forwarding program, alternative missing 

person locater services, including the internet and private search companies, 

have become available. As a result, pursuant to Rev. Proc. 2012-35, the IRS 

has decided to revise its program and will no longer consider locating a 

missing participant or beneficiary entitled to a retirement plan payment or 

other financial benefit from a company, benefit plan or individual to be a 

humane purpose for letter forwarding services. 

The IRS letter forwarding program is now limited to situations in which a 

person is seeking to find a missing person to convey a message of an urgent 

or compelling nature, or is seeking to find a missing person because of an 

emergency. For example, the IRS will continue to forward letters to notify a 

person of a serious illness, imminent death or the death of a close relative. 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The letter forwarding program was often utilized by benefits professionals in 

search of plan participants and beneficiaries in connection with a plan 

correction under the IRS Employee Plans Compliance Resolution System 

(“EPCRS”), by Qualified Termination Administrators under the U.S. 

Department of Labor (“DOL”) abandoned plan program, and by plan 

administrators during the qualified plan termination process. 

In addition to the above uses, DOL Field Assistance Bulletin, FAB 2004-02, 

provides that benefit plan sponsors cannot distribute assets from a 

terminated defined contribution plan without first taking specific steps to 

locate missing participants. A plan sponsor is required to take all of the steps 

in FAB 2004-02 to fulfill its fiduciary obligations under ERISA with respect 



to locating missing participants and beneficiaries and distributing the 

account balance after efforts fail to secure a participant election. The 

mandatory steps to locate a missing participant include: (1) checking plan 

records; (2) use of certified mail; (3) checking with the designated 

beneficiary; and (4) use of a letter forwarding program offered by the IRS or 

the Social Security Administration (“SSA”). After Rev. Proc. 2012-35, 

plan sponsors no longer have a choice between the IRS and SSA 

letter forwarding programs and, unless one of the other methods 

is successful, will now need to use the SSA letter forwarding 

program (described below) to comply with FAB 2004-02.  

The DOL also has suggested alternative search methods for locating missing 

participants or beneficiaries, including the use of (1) internet search tools, (2) 

commercial locator services, and (3) credit reporting agencies. These 

alternative methods will become more popular in light of the IRS limiting its 

letter forwarding program. 

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION LETTER FORWARDING 

PROGRAM 

 

The SSA continues to offer a letter forwarding program that can be used to 

locate missing participants and beneficiaries in benefit plans if the amount of 

money due the person is sizeable, which unfortunately is undefined under the 

program. The SSA program will not help plan sponsors attempting to locate 

missing participants with small account balances and, unlike the IRS 

program that did not charge a fee for forwarding fewer than 50 letters, the 

SSA program charges a $35 fee per letter when the letter is to inform the 

missing person of money or property due him or her.  

 

Letters are usually forwarded in care of the employer who last reported wages 

for the missing person. As a result, there is no guarantee that the letter will be 

received by the missing person and letters cannot be resent under the SSA 

program.  

To utilize the SSA program, requests should be sent to the following address 

along with a non-refundable check for $35 per letter payable to the Social 

Security Administration: 

Social Security Administration 

Letter Forwarding 

P.O. Box 33022 

Baltimore, MD 21290-3022 

Each letter is read to ensure that it contains nothing that could prove 

embarrassing to the missing person, therefore each letter must be sent in an 

unsealed envelope showing only the missing person’s name. The SSA will 

need the person’s social security number, or the person’s date and place of 

birth, father’s name and mother’s full birth name to assist in finding the 

social security number.  

 

 



Summary and Next Steps 
 
With the release of Rev. Proc. 2012-35, the IRS has significantly 
restricted the use of its letter forwarding program and no longer 
considers notifying persons of money or property due to be a humane 
purpose. As a result, the program can no longer be used to find missing 
participants and beneficiaries with retirement plan benefits. The SSA 
continues to offer a letter forwarding service for missing benefit plan 
participants and beneficiaries if the amount involved is sizeable.  

In light of these changes, in order to meet fiduciary duties regarding plan 
distributions to missing participants and beneficiaries: 

• Benefit plan sponsors and professionals will need to ensure that 
IRS EPCRS applications no longer reference the IRS letter forwarding 
program as part of the steps to be taken to locate missing participants. 
  
• Benefit plan sponsors and professionals should begin to consider 
alternative missing person locator services now that the IRS program is 
no longer available. 
  
• Given that the alternative missing person locator services are fee 
based, benefit plan sponsors and professionals should review and, if 
necessary, revise plan provisions and administrative procedures 
governing terminated participants and benefit distributions to reduce 
the number of missing participants by periodically making distribution 
requests, revising plan documents to allow for distributions as soon as 
possible, and providing that search fees can be paid from the plan.  

For more information about the topic discussed in this Washington 
Report, please contact Albert Gibbons at algibbons@algibbons.com 

In order to comply with requirements imposed by the IRS 
which may apply to the Washington Report as distributed or as 
re-circulated by our members, please be advised of the 
following: 
 
THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO 
BE USED, AND IT CANNOT BE USED, BY YOU FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF AVOIDING ANY PENALTY THAT MAY BE 
IMPOSED BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. 

In the event that this Washington Report is also considered to 
be a “marketed opinion” within the meaning of the IRS 
guidance, then, as required by the IRS, please be further 
advised of the following: 

THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT WRITTEN TO SUPPORT THE 
PROMOTIONS OR MARKETING OF THE TRANSACTIONS OR 
MATTERS ADDRESSED BY THE WRITTEN ADVICE, AND, 
BASED ON THE PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES, YOU 
SHOULD SEEK ADVICE FROM AN INDEPENDENT TAX 

ADVISOR.   
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